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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) aided wireless net-
works have been recently envisioned as a solution to provide a
reliable, low latency cellular link for search and rescue operations
over the sea. We propose three different network architectures,
based on the technology deployed on the UAV: a flying relay, a
flying Base Station (BS) and a flying Remote Radio Head (RRH).
We describe the challenges and highlight the benefits of the
proposed architectures from the perspective of search and rescue
operations over the sea. We compare the performance in term
of data rate and latency, analyzing different solutions to provide
a Backhaul (BH)/Fronthaul (FH) link for long coverage over the
sea. Results show that a system architecture is not outperforming
over the others. A cost function is thus indicated as a tool to find
a suboptimal solution.

Index Terms—5G, UAV, air-to-sea, Base Station, C-RAN, RRH,
Relay, MIMO, FSO, mmWave, backhaul, fronthaul

I. INTRODUCTION

Effective and efficient offshore search and rescue operations
can save many lives. The significant increase in the number
of small boats attempting to cross Mediterranean sea and
lives lost on these attempts highlighted importance of these
operations [1]. Information sharing and communication among
rescue vessels and rescuees, will significantly improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of search and rescue operation
over the sea. A reliable and robust communication system is,
therefore, a crucial asset for search and rescue operations over
the sea.

Existing satellite services are expensive and suffer from high
latency. Moreover, small (unregistered) vessels normally do
not have satellite mobile phones onboard. Common European
standards, specifically designed for use in emergency, e.g.
Trans-European Trunked Radio (TETRA), have a very slow
data transfer. In this paper, we are motivated by the need of
investigating new technologies to realize an effective commu-
nication system in an event of emergency over the sea for
enhancing timely rescue and recovery operations. In a recent
work [2], we presented two different UAV-assisted wireless
network architectures as promising solutions to extend the
coverage of the terrestrial network and assist the rescue and
recovery operations. UAVs introduce a high level of mobility
and flexibility to the network and can be deployed where
and when they are needed. UAVs can complement existing
cellular networks when additional capacity or coverage is
needed, e.g. in outdoor music concerts or sport events [3]. In
addition, given the high dynamism, UAVs are envisioned as the
immediate responder to resurrect the communication link in
post disaster scenarios (e.g. project ABSOLUTE). Beyond the

benefits to the network, using UAVs to provide connectivity
for search and rescue operations over the sea is important to
prevent serious losses, for example, by saving lives. In fact,
high quality communication between rescuers and people in
distress enable applications like videos streaming, users loca-
tion and monitoring/recognition. Even more attractive from a
search and rescue point of view, one or more UAVs attached
to the network as flying User Equipments (UEs) could act as
mechanical eyes to monitor wide sea areas. For this reason,
we believe not enough attention has been given to UAV as
communication provider for search and rescue operations over
the sea.

We classify UAV-assisted networks based on the role of
UAV into three main groups: 1) UAV carries a BS, 2) UAV
is loaded only with the radio front end or RRH and, 3) UAV
acts as a mobile relay.

Deployed as flying BSs in the sky, UAVs are able to adjust
their locations dynamically and provide on demand services
to the ground users according to their real-time locations.
This first approach has been widely investigated, especially
for emergency and post disaster scenarios. For instance, the
work in [4] suggests low cost UAVs for search and rescue
operations in the mountain to survey and locate individuals
in distress. Moreover, the flying BSs architecture has been
proposed for search and rescue operations in deep open pit
mines [5] or disaster struck scenarios [6].

Using a UAV to relay the cellular networks can reduce the
weight on UAV’s payload while extending the ground cellular
coverage to remote and dedicated areas where infrastructure
is not available or expensive to deploy [7].

UAVs can be integrated into mobile networks acting as
flying RRH in similar way as in a Cloud Radio Access
Networks (C-RAN) network, where in the original terrestrial
configuration several fixed RRHs serve as access points to the
network and are connected to a Base Band Unit (BBU) that
performs the major part of the processing [8]. Flying RRHs
could be deployed to increase channel quality, user throughput
and the energy efficiency of the system [9], but it introduces
challenges that range from the high capacity required on the
FH, to strict latency and jitter requirements.

The rising number of works considering the aforementioned
deployment approaches motivates us to investigate the bene-
fits and challenges of these technologies while deployed on
UAVs. In this paper, we take a new look at the challenges
and appealing features of the approaches presented above,
from the perspective of search and rescue operations over



Fig. 1: Graphical illustration of the architecture for extending the
cellular coverage over the sea using flying BS, RRH and relays

the sea. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are: an
understanding of challenges and benefits of the three UAV
assisted network architectures in a realistic search and rescue
scenario over the sea; a performance comparison based on
different indicators; a cost function to design the suboptimal
approach considering different BH technologies.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES DESCRIPTION AND RELATED
CHALLENGES

In most cases, search and rescue operations for migrants at
sea usually take place off-shore [1]. In this area, typically, the
cellular coverage is very low or absent. This lack motivates
to deploy a wireless UAV-aided wireless network to provide
temporary cellular connectivity for all the entire length of the
search and rescue operations. The network is composed by a
UAV that can act as flying relay, flying BS or flying RRH
to serve the users. Based on the technology deployed on the
UAV, three different end-to-end network architectures can be
considered:

I Core Network - Ground Base Station - Relay - Users
II Core Network - Ground Base Station - Flying Base

Station - Users
III Core Network - Base Band Unit - Flying Remote Radio

Head - Users
In the first system architecture, we consider the UAV to

work as a relay type 0, where under amplify and forward
scheme, half of time slots are assigned to transmit the signal
to the UAV and the second half to listen the signal from the
ground BS. The solutions proposed with the architectures II
and III require, respectively, a wireless BH link and wireless
FH link to the core network. Given limited resources in terms
of access and BH/FH link, the objective of this paper is to
compare these three different approaches in term of data rate,
latency and energy efficiency.

A. Comparison of the proposed architectures
The deployment of the proposed architectures over the sea

faces challenges of complexity, energy consumption and sus-
tainable BH load. On one hand, the UAV has a limited volume,
weight and available energy. On the other hand, such a critical
scenario has challenging demands, such as high reliability
and low energy consumption. Thus, the identification of the
candidate system architecture is not trivial since it should con-
sider the following key factors. Firstly, the off-shore scenario
taken into consideration is critical from a communication point
of view, since requires a long range BH/FH link to connect
the UAV to the core network. Secondly, to be efficient and
use new immersive technologies, search and rescue operations
demand for reliable, low latency and medium-high data rate
services, i.e. access side of the network. Thirdly, the existing
communication technology, such as satellite, are not be able
to support primary performance targets like throughput and
packet delay.

Now we will have a closer look at the candidate architec-
tures:

1) Relay UAV: Compared to a UAV-BS, relays require
less processing power, because their radio equipment are
relatively simple. Hence, they can work with a light payload
UAV, reducing costs and power consumption. However, this
solution is expected to offer less than twice the throughput a
flying BS can offer, due to the sharing of resources between
communication with the UEs and relaying to the BS [9].

2) UAV-BSs: Flying UAV-BSs can potentially provide
enough data rate to satisfy the estimated data capacity required
in emergency scenarios over the sea. This comes at the
expense of high deployment hardware cost and weight, and
a consequent reduction in the endurance of the UAV, that
might affect the search and rescue mission time. Moreover,
providing a long range BH represents a main challenge of
this configuration.

3) RRH-UAV: The RRH-UAV approach has the advantages
of a C-RAN network. In its conventional configuration, the
radio element of the base station (RRH or Remote Access Unit
(RAU)) is separated from the element processing the baseband
signal (BBU), which is centralized in a single location or
virtualized in the cloud. Thus, an onboard BBU is not required,
alleviating the weight and the payload complexity on the
UAV. Moreover, the C-RAN configuration enhances resource
management and reduce power consumption on the UAV
by centralising the baseband processing. Howewer, such a
functional split requires to connect the BBU and the flying
RRH through a long range wireless, high speed, low latency
link. Conventional FH interfaces have large overhead and may
fall short in support of this architecture. Moreover, the required
capacity on the FH increase linearly if an antenna array is
deployed on the UAV to perform beamforming techniques.
FH constraints in conventional C-RAN networks are the focus
of several research works [10], but the effects of these limits
on UAV communication has not been properly investigated.
In fact, caching techniques have been proposed to offload
the limited UAV-BBU FH [11], while other works consider



unpractical fiber optical cable links or general high speed
and distortion free FH links [12]. In this paper, using a
conventional FH dimensioning, we highlight the impact of
FH capacity and latency requirements for search and rescue
operations missions.

B. Wireless BH/FH analysis for long range coverage at sea

In terrestrial networks, when the optical fiber connectivity
is unavailable, the main solution is a long range wireless
BH/FH. Due to cost, latency and implementation issues,
popular options like microwave point to point and satellite
links cannot be considered attractive for the UAV BH/FH
link over the sea. Consequently, we have identified different
wireless technologies (Table I) to come up with a cost effective
technological option for the BH/FH link between the UAV and
the core network.

The first solution is represented by reaching the UAV by
a BS on the shore operating at sub 6GHz, giving availability
of a licensed but limited spectrum. Wider component carrier
bandwidth up to 400 MHz and low spectrum cost could
be reached shifting the operating frequency to higher bands,
such as millimeter Wave (mmWave) band. The propagation
properties of the radio signal at these frequencies, together
with the specific atmospheric conditions over the sea, open
the way to several research challenges and opportunities:
the high level of humidity leads to an additional free space
absorption [13] but, at the same time, atmospheric ducts,
result of different refractive indices of the layers over the
water, can be exploited to propagate the signal over longer
distance [14]. Although mentioned, the mmWave option is
not focus of this paper, and it is left for future investigation.
In combination with the operating frequency, to increase the
range of the over the sea BH solutions, we have considered
to employ multiple antennae on the transmitter. In fact, the
use of multiple antennae in transmission in Line of Sight
(LOS), although it might not achieve Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO)’s capacity-multiplying effect, still enhances
the coverage range. As last, we mention also the Free Space
Optics (FSO). Even if promising for its high data rate and low
spectrum cost, this technology is very sensitive to inclement
weather conditions.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us consider a set of users U = 1, 2, ..., NU in an area
A over the sea that cannot be served by any terrestrial BS.
The NU users are split and randomly concentrated in two
different areas of same diameter r, representing the people
in distress and the rescue team. A UAV is hovering at altitude
h to transmit signals to the users on the sea. We assume
that the main factor which affects the service quality offered
by the UAV is pathloss, as the UAV operates at LOS with
no downlink interference from other cells. In order to derive
the data rate and the latency for the three different system
architectures, it is imperative to find an air to sea path loss
model.

A. Air to Sea Channel Model

Modeling wireless channels for over the sea wave propaga-
tion is a relatively new research topic. The UAV-to-ground
path loss is generally computed using the urban model in
[15], that adds to the free space loss an additional one which
depends on whether there is LOS between the UAV and the
users or not. Since the unique characteristics of over the water
environment, from the roughness of the sea surface to the spe-
cific atmospheric phenomena occurring over the sea (humidity,
evaporation ducting), this model might be inadequate. A robust
wireless channel model for over the sea wave propagation has
not been developed yet and the existing approaches vary with
frequencies, technology used and implementation scenario.

In this paper, as in the most of channel models in literature,
we consider the sea surface to be smooth and we do not
consider any ducting effect. Consequently, we adopt a two
ray model to take into consideration the reflection component
of the sea. The path loss can be expressed as follows:

L(d) = −20log10{
λ

4πd
[2sin(

2πhthr
λd

)]}, (1)

where d is the distance between the UAV and the user.

B. Transmission Model

To compare the Downlink (DL) channel capacity at user
i ε U = {1, ..., NU} served by the UAV network for each
of the proposed network architectures, we have computed the
channel capacity on both ground BS/BBU-UAV, and UAV-
users transmission links.

1) UAV-User Links: given the channel model presented in
III-A, the average path loss depends on the location and the
height of the user i and the UAV. Based on the path loss, for
a generic user i, it is possible to compute the power received,
PR. Recalling that the average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
at user i can be expressed as SNR = PR/N , where N is the
noise power, the corresponding DL access data rate for each
network architecture is shown in Table II.

2) Ground BS/BBU-UAV Links: For the BH and FH link to
the UAV, we consider a fixed distance d much larger than the
distance UAV-users, to represent the offshore situation of the
UAV. The corresponding DL backhauling/fronthauling rate at
the UAV depends in this case on the LOS path loss and the
technology deployed on the shore BS/BBU (Table I).

C. Latency Model

The latency experienced by the user i served by the UAV
wireless network is the sum of three components: the latency
on the BH or FH link, the latency on the access link and
the processing latency (or computational) due to the time
consumed to process the radio signal on the UAV. The result-
ing combination of the factors mentioned above for the three
system architectures considered in this paper are summarized
in Table II. The link connecting the cloud with the core
network is assumed to be an ideal high data-rate fiber link
and, therefore, its latency is considered negligible in respect of
the total computation. The RRH computation latency includes



TABLE I: BH/FH Link communication technologies over the sea
Technology Benefits Challenges Data Rate Bandwidth

sub6GHz SISO Long range, Robust to over-the-
sea atmospheric conditions

Limited Spectrum C = Blog2(1 + SNR) 20 MHz

sub6GHz - 2x2 MIMO Increase in coverage range LOS Conditions are particularly
stressy

C = 2Blog2(1 + SNR) 20 MHz

sub6GHz - massive MIMO Array gain for range extension Correlation between antenna el-
ements when transmitting at
long range

C = BK(1− K
τ
)log2(1 + ccsiMSNR

KSNR+1
) 20 MHz

Free space Optics Potential high data rate Greatly affected by weather
conditions. Sensitive to Point-
ing and Vibration loss, Higher
cost

C = PTXηrηt10
−Lpol/1010−Latm/10AR
ABEPNb

/

mmWave High availability of spectrum,
ducting effect increase the cov-
erage range

Sensitive to multiple over-the-
sea atmospheric conditions, ex-
isting path loss model over the
sea are valid only for short
range

C = Blog2(1 + SNR) 400 MHz

only the processing delay given by the RF part, while for the
BS all the parts (e.g. demodulation, decoding/coding etc) are
involved in the processing [8].

D. Energy efficiency model

The available energy on the UAV is consumed by both
communications (electronics) and mobility (mechanical) but
the ratio of communication energy consumption to the total
energy consumption of UAVs is generally negligible [16]. As
a result, UAV’s altitude and payload weight play the most
important role in the total power consumption. Considering to
use the same UAV for all the three architectures, in Table II
we include an indicative weight related to the communication
technology deployed on the UAV.

E. A suboptimal BH/FH-UAV technology combination

Defining a cost function is a common approach to deal
with the choice of a suboptimal solution. The set of BH
technologies options i = {1, 2, 3, 4} = {sub6GHz SISO,
sub6GHz - 2x2 MIMO, sub6GHz - massive MIMO, Free
Space Optics} and the proposed UAV architecture options
j = {1, 2, 3} = {BS, RRH, Relay} lead to a finite number
of combinations ij. First, the most important indicators for
an emergency UAV wireless network over the sea can be
defined, such as data rate, latency and energy efficiency. If
each of the identified attribute is normalized and weighted,
the cost function can give an indication of the efficiency of
the ij combination to fulfill the requirements of the search and
rescue operation over the sea. In this paper normalized values
are defined in a way which the lower value is more desirable.
The cost function can be expressed then as

CFij =
∑
z

wzsz, z = {1, .., 3} (2)

where sz is the attribute considered and wz is the correspond-
ing weight coefficient.

IV. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to show effectively the difference for the proposed
architectures, a simulation scenario has been built in MAT-

LAB. A summary of the simulation parameters is shown in
Table III.

Different BH/FH options have been considered to provide
long range BH/FH to the UAV. The left side of Figure 2
shows the average data rate available on the access link based
on the BH/FH channel capacity for different technologies. As
it can be seen comparing the BH/FH rate with the potential
deliverable data rate on the access link, the distance from the
ground makes hard to provide the UAV a BH/FH link without
limiting the performance of the system. Figure 3 shows the

Fig. 2: Data rate available at the UE based on different BH solutions:
the potential aggregated downlink access rate provided by the UAV
is limited by the available BH rate.

simulation latency results for different numbers of users. As
expected, due to the lower computation time on the UAV,
the RRH and the Relay configuration give significant benefits
in term of latency in respect to the BS configuration. These
results emphasizes the fact that implementing a UAV-aided
wireless network over the sea struggle with issues at different
levels. Different evaluation parameters lead to opposite results.
For this reason an optimal solution is hard to design, but,
considering different performance indicators it is possible to
choose the best combination of BH technology and system



TABLE II: Communication Technologies Comparison
Aerial Platform Data Rate Latency Weight
Relay-UAV C = (B/2)log2(1 + SNR) Relay Link 1 + Relay Link 2 + Relay ComputationLatency 400g
BS-UAV C = Blog2(1 + SNR) AccessLink + BackhaulLink + BS ComputationLatency ≥ 10kg
RRH-UAV C = Blog2(1 + SNR) AccessLink + FronthaulLink + ComputationLatency ≤ 6kg

TABLE III: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Value
Side of the square area A 1 Km
Side of the users area 100m
Number of users spots 2
Number of UAVs 1
UAV height 200m
Ratio of rescuers over the users 1/3 ÷ 2/3
User height 2m
Ground BS EIRP 43 dBm
UAV EIRP 20 dBm
Access Link Bandwidth 20 MHz
Access Link carrier frequency 2.6 GHz
Number of independent runs 100

Fig. 3: Average total latency for the proposed system architectures
with increasing number of UEs on the access link

architecture.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we focused on the problem of providing
cellular connectivity to offshore areas for search and rescue
operations. We have presented three different system archi-
tectures and highlighted the main benefits and challenges. To
evaluate the proposed architectures, we have compared their
performance in term of data rate, latency and energy efficiency.
Results shows the need of a cost function to evaluate the best
architecture based on an assigned priority.
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